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Compositional changes and deterioration of materials under continuous electron bombardment have 

been long-standing problems in electron microprobe analysis. Examples include alkali migration in 

glass, halogen migration in phosphates, elemental migration in carbonates, and deposition of 

contaminant hydrocarbons on sample surfaces during electron exposure. Various approaches have been 

implemented to overcome these problems including shortened analysis time, gentle analytical conditions 

(low current, large beam diameter), sequential analysis with cooling-off periods, moving the sample 

during analysis, and use of cryogenic stages. Although all these approaches yield positive net effects 

they either cannot fully mitigate beam damage or are time-consuming, resulting in loss of spatial 

resolution or dependence on the availability of non-standard hardware.  

 

Probe for EPMA software (ProbeSoftware, Inc.) implements several empirical solutions for the analysis 

of beam-sensitive materials known as Time-Dependent Intensity (TDI) corrections. The TDI correction 

method, originally developed by Nielsen and Sigurdsson [1], involves the acquisition of peak X-ray 

intensities at discrete time intervals over the analytical interval. Using a zero-time interpolation, initial 

values can then be determined through either log-linear, hyper exponential or double exponential fits. 

While this procedure generally yields very good results, some materials exhibit either an "incubation 

period" of several seconds before the onset of element migration (or contamination) or incur the 

majority of beam damage in the first few seconds, leading to difficult-to-fit decay curves. 

 

To further refine the TDI technique and facilitate the analysis of the most beam-sensitive materials, we 

combined the TDI correction approach with quantitative element mapping. The software bundle 

ProbeImage and CalcImage allows the acquisition of X-ray maps that can be transformed into fully 

quantitative element maps. These TDI scanning maps represent a complete analysis on a pixel-by-pixel 

basis and can be used to extract compositional information. Advanced quantitative processing options 

such as mean atomic number (MAN) backgrounds, advanced matrix correction algorithms, interference 

and blank corrections have been available before in CalcImage. In its most recent version, CalcImage 

now also has all TDI correction options available for element maps. 

 

Acquisition of a series of replicate mapping passes over the same area in ProbeImage allows tracking X-

ray intensity changes while building-up counting statistics and precision as needed. By using a scanning 

approach, the electron beam dwells only for milliseconds on a given position instead of dwelling for an 

extended time on the sample and accumulating beam damage. Through customizable and automated 

scripts, compositions can be quickly extracted from these quantitative maps. TDI curves can be 

evaluated for each pixel (Figure 1). Figure 2 demonstrates the power of TDI corrections on sodium 

concentrations in the very beam-sensitive Corning Archeological Reference Glass 'A' [2]. A combined 

dwell time of 5 seconds per pixel results readily in a 70 percent loss of Na2O at 15kV, 30nA and focused 

beam. TDI scanning on the other hand yields excellent agreement to the published values. 

 



Hence, TDI scanning greatly extends the range of materials that can be safely and accurately analyzed 

by EPMA. The technique can be used for quantitative correction of alkali migration, carbon 

contamination and many other beam damage artifacts. An added advantage of this approach is that 

small-scale chemical variations can be visualized and differentiated from large-scale features. 
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Figure 1.  TDI intensity change for map in Figure 2; 10 replicate maps at 0.5s dwell time were acquired. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.  Map of Na2O (wt%) in Corning Archeological Reference Glass 'A', without TDI correction 

(left) and with TDI correction (right). Note the beam damage spots from previous analyses. Element 

compositions extracted from each map and the published reference value [2] are listed below. 


